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This major Life and Disability insurance company in the US was
looking for an offshore vendor to be able to reduce the IT costs and
to quickly completeseveral man years worth of work back logged.

The Scenario:
The insurance industry as a whole was under tremendous pressure to reduce its operating costs to be able to compete in the US
markets.
The location of the company is so remote in the US (Maine) it was
difficult to find qualified IT professionals in that part of the country.
The company was actively involved in mergers, acquisitions, and
consolidation efforts. This put heavy demand for IT services that
could not be filled internally.
The company was shopping for an offshore partner to provide IT
solutions.

ICM's Role and Action:
ICM’s Vice-President, Ms. Kalyani Narayanan, headed the pilot
effort for this client, CBSI that is a large IT solutions providing
company in the US (now called Covansys). The offshore part of
CBSI was our client and the insurance customer wanted to try out
this client.
This was the first time this insurance company in the US was
trying out an offshore company. Therefore, a lot of expectations
had to be met and set.
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The Project Head had to effectively communicate to keep the
clients at ease and demonstrate the capability of the offshore.
Proper procedures and processes had to be put in place and the
same had to be trained across to the team of client employees
and the offshore employees.
Ms. Narayanan visited the customer site in the US to get the complete requirements of the pilot effort, chalked out the project plan,
and the interim deliverables. She also documented the inventory
of programs to be handled, the change management procedures,
and the methods to control thesource code versioning between
onsite and offshore teams.
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Finally, she made a presentation to the client management in the
US on how the project was going to be completed.
She returned to India, put together a team of professionals, communicated the project scope and efforts involved and continue to
manage and complete the project.
She headed this 25-members team for nearly 7 months. She
completed and delivered all the three phases of the project on
time with better than 99% accuracy.
She went back to the US to assist the client to implement the
project along with her team members.

Critical Success Factors:
ICM's experience in handling large projects
ICM management’s experience in US corporates
ICM’s capability of working in any industry
ICM’s communication skills,
ICM’s project management skills
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